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Nurse
remains
dedicated to
APRN goal
photo by Mike Lee

Thirty-year-old Tamara Schmid, RN, BSN, RN-BC has her sights set on finishing her
advanced practice degree.

Tamara Schmid, RN, BSN,
RN-BC remembers dialing in a
desire to pursue an advanced
practice degree at the age
of 21 while she was still in

nursing school.
“I had shadowed a nurse
practitioner and I had studied
very hard in school,” Schmid
said. “I decided that she
had a lot of autonomy, was
very experienced and that’s

something I wanted to aspire
to be for myself.
Schmid has spent the
last five years with Integris
Southwest Medical. After four
years as a staff nurse she
accepted a promotion in
2014 to become the
team manager of
radiology.
“It’s been great,”
she said. “Being
promoted amongst
my peers I’ve had
some great support
from Integris helping
me orient to the role
through leadership
classes. I’ve had
support from other
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Mercy Opens
Nurse-Resident
Learning Center

Story and photo provided

Newly graduated nurses at Mercy Hospital Oklahoma
City now have a way to ease into the profession before
they begin working with patients.
Mercy on Monday opened a nurse-resident Learning
Center. The first cohort will complete a seven-week
orientation at the center before moving up to the hospital
units where they will work.
The Learning Center’s goal is to fill the gap between
nursing school and professional practice. While there, new
nurses, called nurse residents, will learn how to properly
document patients’ charts and conduct assessments of
commonly seen symptoms and disorders, as well as
practice patient care fundamentals such as safe lifting
techniques and code responses.
“It just felt like there really is a big gap between
being a student nurse and being confident on the units,”
said Mary Lawrence, who worked as a health educator
before switching to nursing. “We get to really learn
things before being thrown out there.”
Starting nursing can be intimidating for new
graduates, Learning Center Manager Hope Knight said,
but the hardest part is walking into a patient’s room and
identifying oneself as a nurse.
“Hopefully, when they’re finished with this they can
walk into any room and know, ‘What do I need to do?’”
Knight said.
To complement the new approach, Mercy has changed
its hiring process for newly graduated nurses. Instead of
hiring nurses for specific units and sending them there,
all newly graduated nurses will go through the Learning
Center and be placed upon completion.
“I hire for Mercy and then we find that good fit,”
Knight said.
Nurse-resident Indira Rai-Chaundhury,
a former attorney and Air Force officer,

See MERCY Page 5
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managers and my director and human
resources.
“I’m learning all kinds of new
things about doing budget and
handling policies and employee
relations. It’s been a wonderful
experience.”
Schmid went from one day being
a co-worker to the next day being the
boss.
That’s not always an easy thing to
do and some nurses can’t - or won’t
consider the notion. For some, it’s a
little too weird.
“It’s always strange,” Schmid
admitted. “I’ve been in a position
where I’ve been promoted amongst
my peers before. Luckily, I have such
a great team. My team has been
supportive of it and they’ve been
wonderful the whole way.”
Her days consist of coming in at 8
a.m. and prepping outpatient radiology
procedures. While those patients are
in recovery, Schmid and her staff do
pre-calls to schedule more patients for
the next couple of weeks.
When they aren’t busy with
procedures they travel to the bedside
throughout the hospital to insert PICC
lines.
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“I wanted get more experience with various
diseases and clinical presentations. I wanted
to deal with more patients.” Tamara Schmid,
RN, BSN, RN-BC
“The days I leave work when I’m
the most proud is when I’ve felt like
we’ve all worked really hard, helped
a lot of patients and we’ve done a lot
of teamwork and astounded the staff
around us by helping as many people
as we can,” Schmid said. “All those
things together, that’s what makes me
happy in my job.”
Five years from now, Schmid
sees herself still with Integris.
She continually works with nursing
education to coordinate where she will
go after she earns her degree.
“I’m very happy here and I’d like
to to stay with Integris,” Schmid said.
The goal is to begin her advanced
practice career in family practice.
“I wanted to get more experience
with various diseases and clinical
presentations,” Schmid said. “I wanted
to deal with more patients. I really
just want to do the family practice for
the most experience that I can and
then I have a great knowledge base to
do whatever I’ve decided my fancy is,”

she said.
The Putnam City High graduate
has stayed close to the metro her
entire life.
“At Southwest I love the community
hospital feel,” Schmid said. “I used to
work at Baptist on night shift and
I didn’t get to know a lot of staff.
Here, the community feel is so much
better. We know the volunteers on a
first-name basis. It’s not so much about
rank here it’s more about people.”
Seven-year-old and five-year-old
daughters wait for Schmid at home.
Both think that what their mother
does is super cool.
“Last weekend Integris had a
hispanic health fair and I asked
my seven-year-old to come volunteer,”
Schmid said. “She went with me and
was so excited about it and had a
great time. I think it’s important to
teach the children the importance of
volunteering but it also gives them the
chance to see what mommy gets to do
every day.”
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DON’T BE AFRAID TO LIVE YOUR DREAM: INPATIENT REHAB AT DEACONESS
by Vickie Jenkins - Writer/Photographer

Have you ever met someone for
the first time and suddenly, you can
tell they are a pleasure to be around?
That they have an interesting story
to share?
This is how I felt
when I met Coleen Valderrama for
the first time. Valderrama is the
Nurse Manager of Inpatient Rehab at
Deaconess hospital.
While going to school in 1974,
Valderrama worked as a Nursing
Assistant at Deaconess Hospital. She
graduated from OSU
in 1976.
Even though she wanted to work
at Deaconess, no positions were
available. She went to University
Hospital where she was hired on the
spot. Over the years, she worked
at University Hospital, Presbyterian
Hospital, and spent several years in
the Peace Corps, living in Brazil. She
came to Deaconess in 2003 and got
her Bachelor’s Degree from OCU in
2008. Today, she is happy working
at the place where it all began for
her, Deaconess Hospital.

“Why did you become a nurse?”
I ask. “Several family members were
nurses including my mom. They all
enjoyed the medical field. At age
14, I developed bone cancer in my
shoulder and arm. At that time,
there wasn’t any chemo or radiation
so I had to have my arm amputated.
I got such excellent care from the
nurses, I decided that I wanted to
be a nurse and help others. It left
such an impact on my life. Even
with the loss of an arm, I didn’t let
that stop me. I was surrounded
by supportive people. I am proud
to say that I am a long time cancer
survivor of 46 years. I have always
tried to stay positive and have a
bright outlook on the future. I know
my life would have been different if
I would have let my cancer stop me
from being a nurse. I think Winston
Churchill said it best, ‘Never give up,
never give up, never give up.’ We
don’t know the reason some things
happen to us, and we may never

know why but we need to believe
in ourselves.
Many have touched
my life and I have touched many
lives due to the cancer. All the
encouragement I received over the
years, I give to everyone in hopes
that I might make a difference for
them in a special way.”
“What is your biggest asset as a
nurse?” I ask. “I think it is always
staying positive and solving problems.
I am always upbeat around the
people I work with and sometimes,
that can be hard to do when
there are health issues, family crisis,
financial worries, yet, we can’t worry.
My role as a nurse manager is
making sure the staff has everything
they need as far as their patients
go. I make sure the team depends
on each other for team work.
Reinforcing the patients that they
will be taken care of and we will do
the best we can.”
Asking Valderrama what keeps
her motivated, she replies, “It’s each

individual working as a team. We,
as a team, care about our patients,
and share a common goal of helping
the patients help themselves, getting
them back to a level of dependence.
We focus on our care of the patients
as a team. That keeps me motivated,
knowing that we work with each
other and we care about each
other.”
“If someone was going into the
medical field, what advice would you
give them?” I ask. “I would tell
them not to be overwhelmed. Find
a mentor that you can look up to
and never be afraid to ask questions.
Know that you can do anything if
you believe in yourself,” she replied.
Valderrama is an advocate on
walking.
She enjoys the great
outdoors and nature.
She likes
to sew but most of all, loves
spending time with her family. She
has 3 sons, 3 grandsons and 1
granddaughter. I ask Valderrama
Continued on next page
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found the approach particularly
appealing.
“It shows from the very
beginning that they’re interested
in you staying here,” she said.
Nurse-resident Kristyn Noland
stressed Mercy’s commitment to
fitting people with the right
jobs through the Learning Center
orientation.
“I think this is really interesting
because it gives you a broader
overview of the mission of Mercy,

Coleen Valderrama, RN, Nurse Manager of Inpatient Rehab at Deaconess
Hospital inspires others as they inspire her.
Continued from Page 4

how she inspires others? “I do the
best job I can being kind, respectful
and a great listener. Sharing my
story with others gives hope to
them.”
“What is your greatest blessing?”
“I feel God is working in my life
and through me. I believe in prayer
and the presence of God.”
“Any
words of wisdom you would like to
share?” I ask Valderrama. “Have the
courage to step out and do things.
Don’t put limitations on yourself.
Don’t be afraid to live your dream…
like flamingo dancing which is a
precious memory of a dear friend
and a true blessing for me.”

Check Out Oklahoma’s
BEST Nursing and
Healthcare Jobs
Oklahoma’s Nursing Times
JOB ALERTS reach thousands
of RNs AND LPNs Instantly!
Want to Fill that Job
Tomorrow?
Email us today.
advertising@okcnursingtimes.com
And you can reach thousands
more on our facebook page!
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but also gives you an idea of who
you are as a nurse,” she said.
Chief Nursing Officer Karyl
James worked to implement the
Learning Center after researchers
found such programs create more
competent nurses and reduce
turnover.
“Mercy is focused on taking
care of the whole person – whether
it’s patients or co-workers,” James
said. “The Learning Center helps
ease new nurses’ anxiety while
improving their clinical skills. A
confident, well-trained nurse is a
great asset to a patient.”

Cindy Carmichael
Appointed Chair of
Healthcare Executive
Magazine Editorial Board

Cindy Carmichael, chief
operating officer of Mercy
Hospital Ardmore, has been
selected to chair the Healthcare
Executive Magazine editorial
board.
Healthcare Executive is the
official, bimonthly magazine
of the American College of
Healthcare Executives (ACHE),
a 45,000-member group of
healthcare managers.
Carmichael is a fellow of
ACHE.
“ACHE has been extremely
important in my professional
development, and Healthcare
Executive Magazine is how I
keep up with other members
and health care management
news throughout the country,”
Carmichael said. “I have enjoyed
my three years on the editorial
board and look forward to Cindy Carmichael, chief operating officer of
continuing
the
magazine’s Mercy Hospital Ardmore.
success.”
Carmichael’s appointment as chair will last one year.
Carmichael previously was vice president of strategic development for Mercy
in Oklahoma. During her six-year tenure, Mercy added hospitals in Ada, El
Reno, Tishomingo, Logan County, Watonga and Kingfisher, as well as managing
Seiling Municipal Hospital and OSU Medical Center in Tulsa.
Carmichael began her career with Mercy eight years ago in Ardmore as vice
president of ambulatory services, where she more than doubled the number of
Mercy physicians and spearheaded the transition to electronic health records.
Prior to joining Mercy, Carmichael was CEO of Moore Medical Center and
Seminole Medical Center.
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124 CERTIFIED NURSES
AIDE

We are hiring
Certified Nurse
Assistant,
All Shifts.

Miami Nursing Center CNA,
All shifts, 401K & insurance
provided. Apply in person at
1100 E NE, Miami, OK.

NOW HIRING
Nursing Instructors
For BSN, Practical &
Registered Nursing
Programs. Moore,
OKC, Tulsa, Lawton
-Full-Time/Part-Time
-Salary & Benefits
-Educ. req. vary by
Program
Campus is licensed by
OBPVS. Contact
Campus of Choice:
Tulsa:
mroane@plattcollege.org
N. OKC:
kdanyeur@plattcollege.org
Cent. OKC:
dmalone@plattcollege.org
Moore:
rbloom@plattcollege.org
Lawton:
nmusser@plattcollege.org

124 CERTIFIED NURSES

Certified Nurse
AIDE
Assistants needed
Days, Eastwood Manor in
Commerce. Direct Deposit
mandatory. 519 N Mickey
Mantle Blvd. Commerce, OK
74339. 918-675-4455

TAKING
APPLICATIONS
FOR CERTIFIED
NURSE
ASSISTANTS.
REWARDING JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
WORKING WITH
PEOPLE WITH
DISABILITIES.
FULL TIME, PART
TIME, EVENINGS
AND WEEKENDS.

140 GENERAL NURSING

We Are Looking
To Add Licensed
Practical Nurses
For 2-10 And Night
Shift. Also Hiring
Certified Nursing
Assistants.

The Bartlesville Health And
Rehab Community Family Is
Looking To Add Lpns For
2-10 And Night Shift. Also
Hiring CNAs. We Offer Major
Medical, Dental And Vision To
Full Time Employees, As Well
As Payroll Deductions Such
As Scrubs And Shoes. Come
Apply At 3434 Kentucky
Place, Bartlesville, OK 74006

We are hiring
Full-Time
Oklahoma
Certified Nurse
Aid,

Springs Inc., 222 N Main
St Sand Springs, OK 74063.
918-241-0236
TAKING APPLICATIONS
FOR CNA’s. Immediate
Minimum 2 Years Experience
openings. Apply in person:
Required, Maturity &
Broken Arrow Nursing Home
Reliability a Must.
424 N Date Ave, Broken
#103 E. Central Suite 400.
Arrow, OK 74012
Miami, OK 74354

Corn Heritage Village is now
accepting applications for
FT/PT 7-3, 3-11 and 11-7
shifts CNA’s and CMA’s. We
offer competitive benefits/
wages in a positive, friendly
work environment. Contact
Melissa 580-343-2295 or 106
W Adams in Corn, OK.

Apply in person: Broken
Arrow Nursing Home
424 N Date Ave, Broken
Arrow, OK 74012

IMMEDIATE ON site training
for DDCNA’s at Billings
Fairchild Center. Certified
Nurse Aides and Certified
MEDICAL PRACTICE
Medication Aides can earn
SEEKS LICENSED
up to $11.00 to $11.50 an
hour. All shifts available. Call PRACTICAL NURSE TO
Doris McAbee at 580-725JOIN OUR FAST3533. E Maple St, Billings,
GROWING OWASSO,
OK 74630. EOE
OKLAHOMA TEAM.

Certified Nurse
Assistants for
the Grove,
Chelsea, Vinita We Are Looking
Oklahoma area. For A CNA Days
Competitive wages, Benefits
after 90 days. Must be
registered with Oklahoma.
Good Insurance and Driver’s
License. Reliable
transportation. Call
918-540-2121 between
8:30am-4:30pm.
103 E Central Ave, Miami,
OK 74354

Now accepting
Experienced
applications for
Certified Nurse
Full-time/Part-time
Assistant,
7-3, 3-11 and
Licensed Practical
11-7 shifts
Nurse & weekend
Certified Nursing Registered Nurse
Assistants and
needed on the
Certified Medical
3p-11p and
Aides. We offer
11p - 7a shift
at Family Care Center in
competitive
insurance offered
benefits/wages in Fairland,
after 90 days. Apply in
a positive, friendly person at 12 East CONNOR
work environment. St. Fairland, OK 74343

We Are Taking
Certified Nurse
Applications For
Aides & Certified
Certified Nurse
Medication Aides Assistants, Charge
Nurse And Part
can earn up to
Time Activities
$11.00 to $11.50
Director.
an hour. All

shifts available.

140 GENERAL NURSING

CLINICAL AND TRIAGE
EXPERIENCE
PREFERRED.
COMPETITIVE WAGES,
SALALRY AND
BENEFITS. FAX
RESUME TO
918-307-2454 ATTN:
TRACY. 9311 SOUTH
MINGO ROAD TULSA,
OK 74133-5702

and A Certified
Nurse Assistant
For Weekend
Doubles.
We Also Have
An Licensed
Practical Nurse WE ARE SEEKING
CHHA, CERTIFIED
Open For
NURSE ASSISTANT,
10 To 6 Shift.
PERSONAL CARE

WILLOW HAVEN Nursing
ATTENDANTS
Home. We are looking for a
C.N.A days and A C.N.A for Excell Private Care Services
is
seeking CHHA, CNA,
weekend doubles. We also
have an L.P.N open for 10 personal care attendants in
to 6 shift. If you are tired your area and surrounding
of not being a team, come towns to assistant clients/
work for us. We are a small members at their place of
home with a home like
residence. Call
atmosphere. 1301 N 5th, 580-357-3469. 1511 W Gore
Tonkawa, OK 580- 628-2529
Blvd, Lawton, OK 73507

140 GENERAL NURSING

LPNs, DON &
PRNs for all
shifts and roles
Retirement

Community is
NOW HIRING
accepting
Certified Nurse
applications for:
Assistants, All
LPNs, Evening
Shifts. Pay increase
Shift. DON, HC
and Incentive
bonuses in place. and AL. PRNs for
Please apply in person at
Coweta Manor
30049 E. 151st. St, Coweta,
OK 74429. Ask for
Tammy Barnett.

all shifts and roles
Located at
8555 S. Lewis Ave
Tulsa, OK, 74137
Apply online at
www.uvrc.com/
about-us/careers
Equal Opportunity
Employer

We have an
immediate
opening for a
hardworking,
full time 10 PM
- 6 AM Licensed We are Seeking
Nurse Aides,
Practical Nurse
TEN OAKS A Brookdale
Cooks, Licensed
Senior living community,
has an immediate opening Practical Nurses
for a hardworking, full time
and Weekend
10 PM-6 AM LPN. Please
Housekeeper
fill out application at 3610

for Brookhaven Extensive
SE Huntington Cir., Lawton,
Care in Norman. Great
OK. No phone calls please.
benefits and competitive pay.
EOE.
Please apply in person at:
1050 Rambling Oaks Drive,
Norman, OK 73072 or call
Now
accepting
(405) 292-2273.

applications for a
3-11 Certified Nurse
Assistants/Certified
Medical Assistants,
We offer competitive
benefits and wages
in a positive, friendly
work environment.

We are taking
applications for
Registered Nurses,
Licensed Practical
Nurses, Certified
Medical Assistants
and Certified Nurse
Assistants.

Corn Heritage Village is now
accepting applications for a
3-11 CNA’s/CMA’s, We offer Artesian Home of Sulphur is
competitive benefits and taking applications for RNs,
LPNs, CMAs and CNAs.
wages in a positive, friendly
work environment. 106 W Please apply in person at
1415 W 15th between
Adams in Corn, OK. Ask
for Melissa Collins, HR 8:00AM to 4:00PM Monday
Director
580-343-2295. thru Friday. Ada, Ok 74820
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Now hiring full time
Now Hiring!!
and part time
Full Time Certified
Licensed Practical
Nurse Assistants Nurses, Registered All Shifts, Restorative
Nurses, and Certified Aide, Activity Director
Nurse Assistants. Now Hiring!! Full Time CNAs
140 GENERAL NURSING

140 GENERAL NURSING

NOW HIRING

Now hiring licensed We Are Currently
Certified Nurse
Hiring Licensed
Assistants,
Practical
Nurses
Licensed Practical
Monroe Manor is currently
Nurses, and
hiring LPN’s @ $17.50 for all
Registered Nurses. shifts. Apply in person at 226

Director of Nursing

Practical Nursing
Program
Lawton, OK
At least 4 years
verifiable Exp. req.

-Full-Time
-Salary & Benefits
-Degree & current
license in OK req.
Campus is licensed
by OBPVS
Contact Natalie at
580.215.7051 or

nmusser@plattcollege.org

We are seeking
ACMA for the
following
positions: 3-11
Monday-Friday
11-7 TuesdaySaturday (may be
flex) Weekend
Doubles. 7-3, 3-11
Also a Nurse Aide.

140 GENERAL NURSING

HERITAGE COMMUNITY, a E. Monroe St. Jay, OK, EOE
skilled nursing/assisted living
facility is now hiring licensed
We have
C.N.A.s, L.P.N.s, and R.N.s.
Please apply in person at:
an immediate
Heritage Community 1401
opening for a PRN
N Lelia St, Guymon, OK
Nurse Practitioner
73942. EOE

Muskogee/Tulsa,

HERITAGE COMMUNITY, a
skilled nursing/assisted living
facility is now hiring full
time and part time LPNs,
RNs, and CNAs. Please
apply in person at: Heritage
Community 1401 North Lelia
Street, Guymon, OK 73942
EOE

Dietary Manager
needed MondayFriday, prefer
experience but will
train and certify.
Ins & direct dep. Eastwood
Manor in Commerce. 519
N Mickey Mantle Blvd.
Commerce, OK 74339,
918-675-4455

Oklahoma and
Registered Nurse
Surrounding Area
and Licensed
CIMA HOSPICE (formerly Licensed Practical
Practical Nurse
Professional Home Hospice)
Opening! Night Shift. has an immediate opening Nurse OR Certified
Jim Taliaferro. State
employment and benefits.
Pay DOE. 602 S.W. 38th
St. Lawton, OK 73505.
580-678-5930.

EXPERIENCED
LICENSED
PRACTICAL NURSE
NEEDED FOR
3PM-7AM SHIFT.

Medical Assistant

for a PRN Nurse Practitioner
needed
for face-to-face encounters.
for busy Family practice
Hospice/ Home Health
clinic, 41⁄2 day work week,
experience is preferred but
exc. salary & benefits. Fax
not required. Qualified
resume to: 580-536-2427.
applicants can apply by
5610 SW Lee Blvd, Lawton,
faxing their resume to
OK 73505
918-516-0700. 907 S.
Detroit Avenue, Suite 905,
Tulsa, OK 74120
REWARDING JOB

OPPORTUNITIES

working with people
We are taking
with disabilities.
applications for
time, part time,
Licensed Practical Fullevenings
and
Nurses AND
weekends.
Nurse
Springs Inc., 222 N. Main,
We are currently Certified
Sand Springs, OK 74063.
Assistants.
Apply in person Broken
Arrow Nursing Home.
424 N Date Ave, Broken
Arrow, OK 74012

hiring Licensed
Practical Nurses,
Certified Nurse
Assistants and
Certified Medical
Assistants.

Heavener Manor is taking
applications for LPNs and
CNAs. Come by and talk to
Wyvonne Wright, DON. 204
W. 1st Street, Heavener, OK.
No phone calls please.

918-241-0236

We Are Looking For
Full Time Certified
Nurse Aide/Mat’s
AND Certified
WE ARE ACCEPTING Medical Assistants.

North County Assisted Living
in Collinsville seek ACMA for
the following positions: 3-11
M-F 11-7 Tues-Sat (may be
CLEVELAND MANOR IS
flex) Weekend Dbles. 7-3,
currently hiring LPNs, CNA’s APPLICATIONS FOR:
3-11 Also a Nurse Aide
MED AIDE 2-10
& CMA’s. Come in and
Exp. req. Self motivated. Call
MONDAY-FRIDAY
Shannon at 918-371-1919. apply at: 900 N. Division St.,
Apply at: SPLC 8515
523 N 22nd St, Collinsville, Cleveland, OK 74020 or call
N.123rd E. Ave. Owasso, OK
918-358-3135 for details
OK 74021

TEN OAKS. We are looking
for full time CNA/MAT’s and
CMA’s. Please apply at the
community at 3610 SE
Huntington Cir., Lawton, OK.
No phone calls please. EOE.

- All Shifts and Restorative
Aide (Ask for Connie) Also
an Activity Director Apply
in person at: Highland Park
Manor 1410 W. Willow, Enid
OK 73703 EOE

We are hiring Dietary Cook
Higher Call Nursing Center.
Apply in person:
407 Whitebird, Quapaw, OK
(918) 674-2233
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Now taking applications
for CNA’s and Certified
Medical Aides positions
for all shifts. We are also
taking applications for
11-7 LPN. Forrest Manor
Nursing Center is now taking
applications for CNA and
CMA positions for all shifts.
We are also taking
applications for 11-7 LPN.
204 REGISTERED NURSE
204 REGISTERED NURSE
Come join a team of long
term employees who take
pride in providing excellent
Registered Nurses
We are lookig for RN,
care to our residents. Rate
Weekdays and Weekends
Director of Clinical
of Pay is as follows: 3p to
Monroe Manor is currently
Services,Entrusted Hearts
11p -$11/ 11p to 7a -$11.25 by Baptist Village, Lawton. hiring RN weekdays $27 per
/ Weekend $12. Please apply Medicare and home health hr. and RN wkends $33 per
at 1410 N Choctaw St,
exp. pref. 60 N.W. Sheridan hr. Apply in person at 226 E.
Dewey, OK 74029
Monroe St. Jay, OK, EOE
Rd Ste 6 Lawton, OK 73505
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Your Nurse’s Doctor On
Call May be An App,
According to New Data
95% of nurses own a smartphone, and 88%
use smartphone apps at work - a higher
percentage than doctors - and they’re working
to improve patient care with them

The new “doctor on call” to many
nurses just may be a smartphone app,
according to data just released by
InCrowd, provider of real-time market
intelligence from validated experts.
The results quantify the expanding
role of the smartphone by nurses in
enabling better patient interactions at
the point of care.
95% of nurses responding via
microsurvey last week owned a
smartphone, and 88% of them used
their smartphone apps in their daily
nursing work. This is a higher figure
than recent reports that 78% of medical
residents owned a smartphone and
67% used it in clinical care1. Bedside
access to drug interactions, clinical
data dominated nurse smartphone use
with 73% looking up drug information
on that device. Some 72% used
smartphone apps to look up various
diseases and disorders.
Other time-saving uses of
smartphones not related to apps – such
as staying in touch with colleagues
in their hospital (69%) – typified the
multifaceted role that the smartphone
is playing in day to day patient
care, making a nurse’s work a little
easier. Nurses reported using their
smartphones for fast access to patient
care information across a wide range
of daily nursing tactics, from receiving
patient photos of a rash to setting a
timer for meds administration.
While respondents stressed that
smartphones “enhance but don’t
substitute” the need for a physician
consult prior to administering care,
52% of nurses reported using their
smart phone instead of asking a
question of a nursing colleague,
according to a subset of users probed
in greater detail about their phone
use. This was particularly the case if
a medication, illness or symptom was
unfamiliar.

“The hospital gets very busy and
there isn’t always someone available
to bounce ideas off of,” said one
respondent. “It’s often easier to get
the information needed using my
smartphone – I don’t have to wait
for a response from a coworker,” said
another nurse.
In the survey 32% of RNs said
they used their smartphone instead
of asking a physician, explaining how
doing so saved time such as “in
patient homecare situations when I
need quick answers without making
a bunch of phone calls,” or “so I can
make an educated suggestion to the
doctor.”
Interestingly, nurse smartphone
adoption is taking place regardless
of whether employers are covering
the cost. Some 87% of nurses in
the follow up survey responded that
their employer does not cover any of
the costs related to their smartphone.
9% of RNs were reimbursed for
the cost of the monthly bill, 1%
received coverage for the cost of the
smartphone itself, but only 3% had
the cost of both a smartphone and
their monthly bill covered by their
employer. Less than 1% reported their
hospital prohibited nurses from using
smartphones during their shift.
InCrowd’s insights came from
some 241 nurses in its “Crowd” of
over 1.8 million verified clinicians
in the US reached over a 2-hour
window on May 30th.
“As a former nurse I know the
daily distractions that can take a
nurse away from patients – and
how freeing technology can be
if we let it,” said Janet Kosloff,
CEO and co-founder of InCrowd.
“InCrowd uses mobile technology
to query respondents, potentially
inflating these percentages since one
could argue that mobile phone users

are more apt to answer our surveys.
However, with such significantly
higher percentages of use than
other studies, and numerous write-in
responses detailing nurses’ enthusiasm
for specific apps and why, our results
show that nurses are actively using
smartphones to free themselves for
what is ultimately better patient
care.”
About InCrowd
InCrowd provides real-time market
intelligence from validated experts,
connecting life sciences companies
directly with prescribers, patients,
and other screened and validated
healthcare professionals around the
globe. Our easy-to-use proprietary
web-based application allows clients to
ask questions of specific respondent

Oklahoma’s Nursing Times
groups – “Crowds” – in the form
of 2-5 minute online microsurveys.
Responses are available in real time
through a password-protected account,
with the needed answers delivered
within hours or days, not weeks and
months.
Today, InCrowd has 18 of the top
20 pharmaceutical firms as customers
and has just finished its most successful
quarter in company history with a
record number of answers delivered to
clients. Through its powerful mobile
microsurvey methodology and analytics
engine, InCrowd enables clients to
reach 1.8M healthcare professionals
on-demand throughout the United
States and around the globe in 20
languages. For more information, visit
www.incrowdnow.com.

OU PHYSICIANS FERTILITY
CLINIC MOVES
OU
Physicians
Reproductive Endocrinology
Clinic has moved to a new
location on the Oklahoma
Health Center campus at
840 Research Parkway, Suite
200. This location, which more than
doubles the space and exam rooms of
the previous space, is a quarter mile
west of the clinic’s former location on
Lincoln Blvd.
OU
Physicians
Reproductive
Medicine specialists diagnose and treat
infertility and reproductive endocrine
problems. They offer a broad scope
of treatment, including the Assisted
Reproductive Technologies.
The new facility increased from
5,800 square feet to 12,100 square
feet the amount of space to serve
patients, with separate entrances and
lobbies designed to support the
emotional needs of different types of
appointments. It features an on-site, full
service laboratory for andrology (semen
analysis), endocrinology (hormonal
evaluation) and embryology (for in-vitro
fertilization) that is nearly double the
previous facility. The clinical area was
increased from six patient rooms at
the previous location to 13 rooms.
There are now two procedure rooms,
expanded procedure recovery space
and upgraded patient monitoring
equipment for enhanced patient safety.
There are large digital displays in
each exam and procedure room so the
patient can view ultrasound images
throughout the process.
Three
fellowship-trained

reproductive endocrinologists and a
physician assistant are seeing patients
at the OU Physicians Reproductive
Endocrinology Clinic. They include:
Karl Hansen, M.D., Ph.D.; LaTasha
Craig, M.D.; Alexander Quaas, M.D.,
Ph.D.; and Theresa Miller, P.A.-C.
For an appointment with any
of the OU Physicians reproductive
endocrinologists, call (405) 271-1616.
With more than 600 doctors, OU
Physicians is the state’s largest physician
group. The practice encompasses
almost every adult and child specialty.
Many OU Physicians have expertise in
the management of complex conditions
that is unavailable anywhere else
in the state, region or sometimes
even the nation. Some have pioneered
surgical procedures or innovations in
patient care that are world firsts.
OU Physicians see patients in their
offices at the OU Health Sciences
Center in Oklahoma City and at
clinics in Edmond, Midwest City and
other cities around Oklahoma. When
hospitalization is necessary, they often
admit patients to OU Medical Center.
Many also care for their patients in
other hospitals around the metro area.
OU Physicians serve as faculty at the
University of Oklahoma College of
Medicine and train the region’s future
physicians.
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INTEGRIS Receives National FACEBOOK FUNNIES - SHARED - JOIN US!
Award for High Performance
in Revenue Cycle
INTEGRIS Health has been named
as a recipient of the 2015 MAP Award
for High Performance in Revenue Cycle,
sponsored by the Healthcare Financial
Management Association (HFMA).
As a national award winner,
INTEGRIS has excelled in meeting
industry standard revenue cycle
benchmarks, implementing the patientcentered recommendations and best
practices
embodied
in
HFMA’s
Healthcare Dollars & Sense™ initiatives,
and achieving outstanding patient
satisfaction.
INTEGRIS Health was among
seven health system winners selected
from more than 170 facilities that
began the application process for this
year’s award. Award recipients are

acknowledged as industry leaders and
share proven strategies with their
colleagues.
“In light of the significant changes
taking place in the health care industry,
achieving revenue cycle excellence has
never been more important than it is
today,” said Bruce Lawrence, president
and chief executive officer of INTEGRIS
Health. “I would like to recognize
our team of dedicated professionals
who made this award possible. They
continually strive to perform at the
highest standards and know that
improving financial results can lead to
higher patient satisfaction.”
The award will be formally
presented on June 22 at HFMA’s 2015
National Institute in Orlando, Fla.
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Hospice Directory

- another free service provided by Oklahoma’s Nursing Times Alpha Hospice:
7512 N Broadway Ext., suite 312
Okc, 405-463-5695 Keith Ruminer/
volunteer coordinator/chaplain
Autumn Bridge Hospice:
405-440-2440
Autumn Light Hospice:
580-252-1266
Carter Healthcare & Hospice:
OKC - Adam Colvin, Vol. Coordinator,
405-947-7705, ext. 134; Tulsa - Mike
Gregory, Vol. Coordinator,
918-425-4000, ext. 114
Centennial Hospice:
Becky Johnson, Bereavement
Coordinator 405-562-1211
Chisholm Trail Hospice:
Tiffany Thorne, Vol. Coordinator,
580-251-8764
Choice Home Health & Hospice:
405-879-3470
City Hospice:
Beth Huntley, Vol. Coordinator,
405-942-8999
Comforting Hands Hospice:
Bartlesville: 918-331-0003
Companion Hospice:
Steve Hickey, Vol. Coordinator, Guthrie:
405-282-3980; Edmond: 405-341-9751
Compassionate Care Hospice:
Amy Legare, Bereavement/Vol.
Coordinator, 405-948-4357
Cornerstone Hospice:
Vicky Herrington, Vol. Coordinator,

918-641-5192
Hometown Hospice:
Robin Boatman, Com. Relations, Broken
Arrow: 918-251-6441; Muskogee:
918-681-4440.
Crossroads Hospice:
Elizabeth Horn, Vol. Coordinator,
405-632-9631
Cross Timbers Hospice:
Ardmore-800-498-0655
Davis-580-369-5335 Volunteer
Coordinator-Shelly Murray
Excell Hospice:
Toni K. Cameron, Vol. Coordinator
405-631-0521
Faith Hospice of OKC:
Charlene Kilgore, Vol. Coordinator,
405-840-8915
Freedom Hospice:
Tulsa: 918-493-4930; Claremore:
918-343-0493; Tollfree: 866-476-7425
Frontier Hospice: Kelly Morris, Vol.
Coordinator, 405-789-2913
Full Life Hospice:
Vicki Barnhart, Vol. Coordinator,
405-418-2659
Golden Age Hospice: 405-735-5121

Harbor Light Hospice:
Randy Pratt, Vol. Coordinator,
1009 N Meredian, Oklahoma City, OK
73107 405-949-1200
Horizon Hospice:
LaDonna Rhodes, Vol. Coordinator,
918-473-0505
Heartland Hospice:
Shawnee: Vol. Coor. Karen Cleveland,
405-214-6442; Norman: Vol. Coor. Lisa
Veauchamp, 405-579-8565
Heavenly Hospice:
Julie Myers, Coordinator 405-701-2536
Hope Hospice:
Bartlesville: 918-333-7700, Claremore;
918-343-0777 Owasso: 918-272-3060
Hospice by Loving Care:
Connie McDivitt, Vol. Coordinator,
405-872-1515
Hospice of Green Country:
Tulsa: 918-747-2273, Claremore:
918-342-1222, Sapulpa: 918-224-7403
INTEGRIS Hospice, Inc. & the
INTEGRIS Hospice House Ruth Ann
Frick, Vol. Coordinator, 405-848-8884
Hospice of Owasso, Inc.:
Todd A. Robertson, Dir. of Marketing,
877-274-0333
Hospice of the Cherokee:
918-458-5080
Humanity Hospice:
Kay Cole, Vol. Coordinator
405-418-2530

405-848-3555
Image HealthCare :
6116 S. Memorial Tulsa, Ok. 74133
(918) 622-4799
LifeChoice Hospice:
Christy Coppenbarger, RN, Executive
Director. 405-842-0171
LifeSpring In-Home Care
Network:
Terry Boston, Volunteer and
Bereavement Coordinator 405-801-3768
LifeLine Hospice:
April Moon, RN Clinical Coordinator
405-222-2051

Sallisaw: 877-418-1815; Muskogee:
866-683-9400; Poteau: 888-647-1378
PromiseCare Hospice:
Angela Shelton, LPN - Hospice
Coordinator, Lawton: (580) 248-1405
Quality Life Hospice:
405 486-1357
RoseRock Healthcare:
Audrey McCraw, Admin. 918-236-4866
Ross Health Care:
Glenn LeBlanc, Norman, Chickasha;
April Burrows, Enid; Vol. Coordinators,
580-213-3333

Mays Hospice Care, Inc.
OKC Metro, 405-631-3577; Shawnee,
405-273-1940

Russell Murray Hospice:
Tambi Urias, Vol. Coordinator,
405-262-3088; Kingfihser 405-375-5015;
Weatherford-580-774-2661

McCortney Family Hospice
OKC/Norman metro 405-360-2400
Ada, 580-332-6900 Staci Elder Hensley,
volunteer coordinator

Seasons Hospice:
Carolyn Miller, Vol./Bereavement
Coordinator, 918-745-0222

Mercy Hospice:
Steve Pallesen, Vol. Coordinator,
405-486-8600
Mission Hospice L.L.C.:
2525 NW Expressway, Ste. 312
OKC, OK 73112 405-848-3779
Oklahoma Hospice Care
405-418-2659 Jennifer Forrester,
Community Relations Director
One Health Home
Health in Tulsa: 918-412-7200
Palliative Hospice:
Janet Lowder, Seminole, & Sabrina
Johnson, Durant, 800-648-1655

Good Shepherd Hospice:
4350 Will Rogers Parkway Suite 400
OKC OK 73108 405-943-0903

InFinity Care of Tulsa:
Spencer Brazeal, Vol. Director,
918-392-0800

Grace Hospice Foundation:
Sharon Doty, Dir of Spec. Projects Tulsa 918-744-7223

Indian Territory Home Health &
Hospice: 1-866-279-3975

Physician’s Choice Hospice:
Tim Clausing, Vol. Coordinator
405-936-9433

Interim Healthcare Hospice:

Professional Home Hospice:

Sequoyah Memorial Hospice:
Vernon Stone, D. Min. Chaplin, Vol.
Coordinator, 918-774-1171
Sojourn Hospice:
Tammy Harvey, Vol. Manager
918-492-8799
Sooner Hospice, LLC:
Matt Ottis, Vol. Coordinator,
405-608-0555
Tranquility Hospice:
Kelly Taylor, Volunteer Coordinator
Tulsa : 918-592-2273
Valir Hospice Care:
Dee Fairchild , Vol. Manager OKC Metro:
405.609.3636 Chandler
Shawnee/Cushing: 405.258.2333 Toll
Free: 888.901.6334
Woodard Regional Hospice
580-254-9275 Cathy Poe, RN Director
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Vicki L Mayfield, M.Ed., R.N.,
LMFT Marriage and Family
Therapy Oklahoma City
If you would like to send a
question to Vicki, email us at
news@okcnursingtimes.com
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OMRF scientist receives
grant to study effects of
aging, obesity on arthritis

I recently attended a Codependency 12 step support
group but thought I was at the wrong meeting.
There were addicts there and I am not an addict.
My therapist thought it would be a good idea for
me to go. Guess what I learned. I am an addict!!! I
am nothing without a man!!
People can most definitely become addicted to relationships.
And this addiction can be just as deadly as alcohol, food, drugs,
etc. But because we are becoming more and more desensitized
to crazy, unhealthy relationships we somehow accept it as the
normal.
How many people really think about going to a
Codependency (CoDA) 12 step support group to learn more
about themselves so they can have healthier relationships? It is
almost the norm for people to end one relationship and jump
into another one.
How many people end one relationship and find someone
almost identical to the one they left? I had a male client who
came in with his wife for marital counseling. He later divorced
her for the woman he was having an affair with. He then
brought this “new” woman to his counseling session and she
even looked like his wife. That relationship ended and he went
back to his wife.
At what point do we get tired of the merry go round of
repeat performances? Isn’t it tiring to have a new relationship
with the same old problems?
Wouldn’t some education at this point be helpful? Why is
learning about ourselves so scary? It is interesting what can be
learned if we slow it down, don’t have a relationship for awhile
and realize some of us are “people addicts.” If you identify
yourself as someone who NEEDS someone and is willing to
overlook some major red flags.....stop and go to CoDA......now!!!!
Men who need women, women who need men. If you need
someone to fulfill your life you will not make healthy decisions.
I see this all the time. That is why I encourage so many people
to go to CoDA and get educated. Learn about yourself. Don’t
leave a relationship and start another one before you have
learned something from the first one. The issues in the next
relationship will still be there.
A friend of mine who has been in recovery for a long
time leads a CoDA meeting on a weekly basis. She has learned
so much about herself and her relationships and passes that
spiritual awakening on to others. One of the things I learned
from her, “Our relationships will get sicker until we stop and
do our work.”
So lets get ourselves healthier and recover from our
relationship addictions before it is too late.

Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation scientist Tim Griffin, Ph.D.

Oklahoma Medical Research
Foundation scientist Tim Griffin,
Ph.D., has received a five-year, $1.76
million grant from the National
Institutes of Health to study
how aging combined with obesity
contributes to osteoarthritis.
“We hope that this research can
help us find new ways to prevent
some of the excessive breakdown and
damage that occurs in osteoarthritis,”
said Griffin. “While joint problems
might go along with aging, if
we ask the right questions, we
may find new opportunities for
earlier intervention to help lessen
suffering.”
Osteoarthritis, the most common
form of arthritis, is a joint disorder
that typically begins after the age of
40. Also known as degenerative joint
disease, it’s marked by breakdown
of cartilage and meniscus and
abnormal growth of the underlying
bone and joint lining.
According to the Centers for
Disease Control, osteoarthritis affects
more than 25 million Americans,
most commonly in the knees, hips,
hands and spine. The specific causes
of the disease are unknown, but

they are believed to be a result
of both mechanical and molecular
events in the affected joint.
These events, or stressors, can
vary from outside forces like trauma
or injury to genetic or hormonal
factors, which can break down the
cartilage over time. With the added
stress and inflammation brought
on by extra weight, strain on the
joint can intensify and become more
severe.
In the grant, Griffin looks at
how aging combined with obesity
affects the metabolism of cartilage
at a molecular level and how it
puts the cartilage at higher risk for
osteoarthritis. In diseased cartilage
collected from patients undergoing
joint replacement surgery, Griffin
observed that cartilage cells changed
their basic metabolism.
Most cells rely on glucose, the
sugars that serve as the body’s
energy source, to fuel rebuilding of
tissues. But in obese patients, Griffin
found that the cells made a shift
to using lipids, fats in the body, in
response to stress. Glucose helps the
See GRANT next page
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If you could go on vacation with endless money, where would you go? Mercy Hospital OJRC
“I’d go back to Alaska.
The sheer beauty and the
ability to go fishing and
hunting and actually see
some family that’s still up
there.”

“I think it would be great to
visit all of my relatives in
the U.S. and spend a little
bit of time with each one of
them for a few days. So the
U.S. in 80 days.”

Each week we visit with health care
professionals throughout the Metro

“I would go to Italy and just
travel to different places.
It’s just something I’ve
always wanted to do for no
specific reason. It’s the sites
and everything.”

“I would probably go to
South America and I would
learn the language, learn
the culture and serve them
in whatever way I could.”

Shannon Nivens, RN

Heather Squires, PT

Please Let us know Your Thoughts

Karan West, RN

Sherry Stephens
Wood, RN

GRANT

Continued from page 10

body make energy faster and helps
it repair tissues quicker than lipids
do.
“We want to look at the
mechanism that causes the shift from
glucose to lipids,” said Griffin, who
joined OMRF from Duke University
in 2008.”We’re essentially working
with mouse models fed a high-fat
diet to study how aging and obesity
affect the metabolism of cartilage.”
This work may eventually help
to identify people who might be
at risk for developing osteoarthritis,
whether it occurs through aging or
injury, Griffin said.
“A key question we hope to
answer is, ‘What can we do to help
prevent this excessive breakdown
and damage in the joints?’ If
we can identify the steps in that
process, it has the potential to
help us identify new osteoarthritis
treatments based on those developed
for other diseases related to altered
lipid metabolism, like diabetes.”
Griffin’s grant, R01 AG049058-01,
is funded through the National
Institute of Aging, a part of the
NIH.
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